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Abstract. The growing needs in computational power to answer to the
increasing number of on-line services and the complexity of applications
makes it mandatory to build corresponding hardware infrastructures and
to share several distributed hardware and software resources thanks to
grid computing. To help with optimizing resource utilization, system
virtualization is a more and more adopted technique in data centers.
However, this software layer adds to the administration complexity of
servers and it requires specific management tools to deal with hypervisor
functionalities like live migration. To address this problem, we propose
VMScript, a domain specific language for administration of virtualized
grid infrastructures. This language relies on set manipulation and is used
to introspect physical and virtual grid architectures thanks to query ex-
pressions and notably to modify VM placement on machines.

1 Introduction

Data centers are one of more important Internet component (with the access
point and network). These infrastructures are used most of the time to host on-
line services. Traditional datacenters typically host a large number of relatively
small-sized applications, and host hardware and software for multiple organiza-
tional units or even different companies when traditional cluster belongs to a
single organization, with a relatively homogeneous hardware and system soft-
ware platform, and share a common systems management layer. So from an
architecture perspective, datacenter is closer to a grid architecture (which is a
clusters federation) than to a single cluster. That is why, and like grid, the physi-
cal administration of this infrastructure is a real challenge, both in monitoring
and in its administrative base operations (shutdown, reboot, etc.).

From a software perspective, virtualization [8] has spread in datacenter. It
allows to gain efficiency for resource utilization and flexibility for application
execution. In this approach, each small-sized application hosted is running in a
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virtual machine. Virtual machines (VMs) can be thus used to consolidate the
workloads of under-utilized servers to use fewer physical machines so as to save on
hardware and power consumption [10]. However virtualization as a new abstrac-
tion layer adds complexity for data center administrators. If administrators
agree on the benefits of virtualization to reduce costs and improve flexibility,
most also recognize that it makes the administration more complex and error
prone. That is why many companies think about adapting their management
tools and instrumentation to current needs of virtualized environments. One of
the new issues raised by administrators is the fine management of VMs.

Administrators want more particularly to express complex queries on re-
sources (introspection) and manipulate elements (intercession). Low levels APIs
(e.g. Xen API [4]) provide some primitive operations on VMs with for example
instantiation, shutdown, static or live migration, etc. but no complex operations
on sets of elements. Manipulation of collections of resources is then done by in-
voking these APIs in some general purpose or scripting languages which are not
necessarily adapted in terms of concision and precision of their syntax.

Our proposition relies on the use of several domain specific languages (DSLs)
for grid administration. First of all, we need to define a model for describing
grid resources. In our model, a grid user defines a task in the form of a set of
VMs called a virtual job which can execute on the grid. A grid is then modeled
as a graph of physical elements like machines, racks or clusters, and logical
elements including VMs, virtual jobs, and users. We define description languages
for administrators to represent grid physical architectures, virtual organizations
as sets of users. Another language allows user to describe virtual jobs they want
to submit to the grid. In addition to these description languages, another DSL
is used to manage the resources previously describe (i.e. navigate in the grid
physical and logical architecture to select elements with given properties). This
last language is also used to execute reconfiguration operations on grid elements
like VM migrations [5].

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents some related work
about languages for grid management. Section 3 presents our model to represent
resources in a grid architecture and some description languages to build these
architectures and virtual jobs. Section 4 describes a domain specific language
for the grid management based on selections, navigations and dynamic recon-
figurations in grid architectures. Our DSL approach for grid administration is
evaluated in Section 5 before concluding in Section 6.

2 Related Work

We are considering two categories of work related to grid administration and
DSLs, those involving basic operations and those on language aspects.

Basic operations: Shells and APIs. Basic management operations are performed
by using hypervisor APIs which allow to manipulate VMs (instantiation, migra-
tion, destruction, etc.). As each hypervisor (Xen [4], KVM [11], etc.) has its own
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API, the libvirt API 1 may be used to manage different virtualization solutions
through a common interface. Above these APIs, shells unify the most common
management operations and administrators can similarly manage a server what-
ever the hypervisor is. Shells (e.g. Usher [13]) and API approaches are designed
for local management on a given server. For good working order, administrators
need to have information about the whole grid to manage grid resources. To fill
this gap, some virtual machine managers [15] (e.g. Virtual Machine Manager 2)
offer an overview of the grid with real time monitoring. These tools help ad-
ministrators to manage all grid elements with a common interface, sometimes
a graphical user interface, whatever the hypervisor is. However, they offer only
limited operations in terms of resource queries and complex reconfiguration op-
erations.

Domain Specific Languages Language approaches address description and reser-
vation in grid context. A grid description may be carved up into grid resources
description and description of how to use these resources (that is to say job
descriptions). The Job Submission Description Language (JSDL) [3] is a XML
based language to describe a job and its needs (resources and applications). For a
grid architecture description, VXDL [9] is a language for virtual resources inter-
connection networks specification and modeling. It describes virtual infrastruc-
tures, especially virtual network, and queries the model about the network topol-
ogy. Other specific languages have proposed to permit users to get resources and
use them. ClassAd [14] and xRSL [2] are declarative languages with attribute-
value pairs. A language keyword identifies properties on which users can make
a selection. Users describe resources required (network, disk, memory, etc.) and
how to use them. SWORD [1] is a framework which collects grid monitoring
information into a database and provides a query language for selecting and
ranking required resources. These languages address grid resources utilization
and grid description but not administrative tasks.

Our aim is to overcome the limitations of these tools and languages by propos-
ing an approach based on several domain specific languages for both describing
and managing (observation and reconfiguration) resources in grids.

3 Specification of Grid Architectures

We distinguish two kinds of actors: administrators and users. Administrators
configure servers, networks and, with virtualization, define virtual machines
placement. Users submit their jobs and manage them without explicitly choos-
ing specific servers. Each user describes the resources necessary for his job. In
our case, grid resources are modeled by virtual machine requirements like in [7].
A job is composed of a set of virtual machines which will be executed on the
infrastructure, it is then called a virtual job or vjob (called lease in other works
[16]. Each user belongs to a virtual organization (VO).
1 http://libvirt.org/html/libvirt-libvirt.html
2 http://virt-manager.et.redhat.com/
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3.1 Life Cycle in Grid Management

Figure 1 describes the classical lifecycle in a grid with the user vjob submission
and adminstrator’s maintenance operation. First, after the user has specified his
vjob, he submits it to the vjob configuration parser. This parser builds a vjob
with the appropriate number of virtual machines. Then, this vjob is submitted
to the management system. If the submission succeeds, all virtual machines of
the vjob are placed in the grid.

Fig. 1. Global architecture of the grid framework

The management system is used to build a grid representation, to modify
it, or to query it. It knows all elements of the grid representation and it allows
to ensure some good properties such as uniqueness (e.g., a unique IP per ma-
chine). The management system also checks that grid elements are correctly and
completely configured. For example, the virtual machine memory is essential to
place a VM on a server. Moreover the management system is able to place VMs
in the grid with respect to their needs. If no placement is found for a VM, it is
rejected.

The grid representation is built from a full description of the grid supplied by
an administrator. This representation is a structural model of the grid resources
(discussed in Section 3.2) and it is tied to the real grid by a monitoring sys-
tem (in our case Ganglia [12]). This one checks grid representation information
to ensure consistency between the real grid and its representation. This causal
connection is only maintained for servers and VMs in our framework because
the monitoring system does not give information about other elements, like the
cluster organization. So if an unexpected event happens, for example an ele-
ment disappears, the monitoring system detects it and the grid representation
is updated accordingly.

Several verifications are performed on this description by the grid configura-
tion parser in collaboration with monitoring system and management system.
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In the first place, this parser checks the structure of the grid by comparison
between the description and the grid model. In the second place, information
from grid description are compared to monitoring system information. When
a representation is built, the administrator can perform grid reconfigurations,
like adding a server, in the management console. He may write a sequence of
operations in a script executed in a management console. For example, migrate
a virtual machine, then shut down a server.

3.2 A Grid Model

A model of grids (Figure 2) has been conceived as a multi-graph with labeled
nodes and arcs. In this graph, the nodes correspond to grid elements with proper-
ties and operations. The arcs represent relations between these elements. This
graph is navigable with bidirectional relations. This model is one particular
view of what a grid is, but it can be adjusted for describing other kinds of grid
organizations. It is composed of two kinds of elements: physical elements and
logical elements.

Fig. 2. A grid model

A physical element is basically a server container. The smaller the container
is, the more accurate the location information of the server is. Servers are iden-
tified by the more generic term machine. Some node properties are mandatory
and must be initialized to enable grid management. Optional properties, like
operating system, allow administrator to simplify the grid management. A ma-
chine is placed into a rack at a specific level. A set of racks composes a cluster
which itself belongs to a site. A site is a general term to design a set of clusters.
A site can represent either simply a room where servers are located, or a city
with several data centers. The main element of the logical view is the virtual
machine (VM). In a vjob defined by several VMs, we can create special groups
of VMs called VMSet. For instance, a VMset can be used to group all VMs
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containing server for a given tier in a 3-tiers application. Each vjob is linked to
its owner represented by a User element. A virtual organization (VO) is a set of
users who can connect to the grid. Physical and logical views are linked by the
hosting relation between machines and VMs.

An important property is the life-cycle state of machines, VMs and vjobs.
These states represent the current element life cycle and allow to restrict the exe-
cution of some operations. The machine life cycle is a trivial two-state automaton
with on and off states. The VM life cycle consists of five states: uninitialized
before some mandatory properties are configured, initialized, started, suspended
and stopped. As we only consider live migration operations on VMs, the VM
state remains running during migration. A vjob is a composition of VMs, so a
vjob has the same life cycle as a VM.

Several description languages are provided to specify grid architectures. These
languages are based on XML and XML Schema, so that they conform to our grid
model and its mandatory properties. The first language is used by administra-
tors to describe the physical architecture of grids. This description is used by
the grid configuration parser to build the physical representation of the grid.
<g r id name=” pa s t e l ”>

<s i t e name=”EMN” c i t y=”Nantes”>
<c l u s t e r name=”Xen”>

<rack name=” ra1 ”>
< l e v e l number=”2”>

<machine hostname=” paste l −1.b217 . home” ip=” 192 . 168 . 0 . 107 ”
mac=”00 : 2 1 : 7 0 : 2 5 : 5 5 : b 0 ”>
<cpu arch=”64” number=”2” capac i ty=”2000” />
<memory capac i ty=”4000” />
<d i sk capac i ty=”150” />
<os fami ly=”Unix” d i s t r i b u t i o n=”Ubuntu” />

</machine>
</ l e v e l>
< l e v e l number=”3”>

<machine hostname=” paste l −2.b217 . home” ip=”dhcp”
mac=”00 : 2 1 : 7 0 : 2 5 : 5 5 : b 1 ”>

. . .

Example of a partial description of a physical grid architecture

As different actors handle the logical view differently, there are two languages
to describe it. The first one allows an administrator to link users with a grid by
specifying VOs. The second one is used by grid users to define their vjobs to be
submitted to the grid.
<vjob name=”myjob” per iod=”24h” command=”run . sh”>

<vm hostname=”myvm” ip=” 192 . 1 68 . 0 . 2 ” f i l e=”/ farm/LennyApp/myvm. c f g ”>
<need cpu=”2000” memory=”3000” d i sk=”500” />

</vm>
<vmset name=”db”>

<vm hostname=”dataBase1” f i l e=”/ t e s t . net /mysql . c f g ”>
<need memory=”256”/>

</vm>
<vm hostname=”dataBase2” f i l e=”/ t e s t . net /mysql . c f g ”>

<need memory=”256”/>
</vm>

</vmset>
</vjob>

Example of a vjob description
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4 A Domain Specific Language for Grid Management

Once our grid model has been defined, administrators and users manage re-
sources by navigating and selecting elements in grid physical and logical ar-
chitectures and by dynamically reconfiguring these architectures. This section
describes VMScript, a domain specific language for grid management, i.e. intro-
spection and intercession in grid elements. This language is inspired by previ-
ous work on a reconfiguration language in component-based architectures called
FScript [6]. Actually, our language is divided into two parts for respectively in-
trospection and reconfiguration. The introspection language, named VMPath,
is used to express queries in grid architectures. The reconfiguration language,
VMScript, allows the execution of dynamic reconfiguration operations on grids
and is a super set of VMPath.

4.1 Selection and Navigation in Grid Architectures

A grid configuration (or architecture) is defined as a labeled directed multigraph.
To query these architectures, the VMPath language is used as a side-effect free
declarative language. It is restricted to the navigation in grid architectures, the
selection of grid elements by their location or their properties. Therefore, the
execution of a VMPath expression cannot lead to modifications in grids.

VMPath syntax. The language has a very concise but powerful syntax based on
XPath 1.0 [17], the W3C standard query language for XML documents. Several
arguments are in favor of this choice:

– XPath does not depend on the specific syntax of XML documents, it can be
used on abstract graph models such as our grid model. Actually XPath only
defines concepts of nodes, properties and relations between nodes.

– The syntax is open and flexible. Although XPath specifies a fixed set of
nodes and relations (XPath axes) to query XML documents, it is possible to
define new types of nodes and relations. Our grid model does not use XPath
base XML axes (child, attribute, etc.) but defines its own navigation axes.

– The syntax is concise and readable, an XPath allows to express one-line
queries. Moreover, XPath defines a node-set data type which allows powerful
set queries with set operations.

Despite all these advantages, VMPath does not rely on existing XPath imple-
mentations because these implementations are too tied to XML representations.

The generic syntax of a VMPath expression consists of a sequence of steps
separated by slashes (cf. Figure 3). A step is composed of an axis specifier which
indicates the arc to follow in the graph for navigation, and a set of optional
predicates to filter the selected nodes. There is no intrinsic notion of hierarchy in
navigation and so a navigation axis does not necessarily represent a hierarchical
relation between elements. The beginning of the expression, $grid, refers to
the initial node set used in the query. This node set is stored in a VMPath
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variable and denotes in this case a grid element. The navigation axis used in
the expression is the site axis which basically selects all site nodes belonging to
the grid. This set of sites is then filtered thanks to a predicate to select only
sites which are named ‘Paris’, i.e. all sites which are localized in Paris. The ‘@’
symbol is used to query the value of the name property.

$grid/site[@location == "Paris"]/...

Initial node set

Axis specifier

Optional

filtering predicates

Additional steps

Fig. 3. Syntax of query expressions

VMPath is a dynamically typed language (type checking is performed at
runtime). The four primitive data types defined are the same as in XPath 1.0:
node-set, string, number, and boolean. As there is no notion of attribute nodes, a
special type multi-set has been added to deal with multi-sets of primitive types.
The VMPath language supports the classic arithmetic, boolean and comparison
operators and also set operators (union, intersection and difference).

Functions in VMPath are side-effect free procedures. A library of predefined
functions is provided with the language. These functions are essentially:

– property accessors to get values of node properties (e.g., ‘name()’ to get
the name of a node). The ‘@’ notation before a property name is strictly
equivalent to the accessor function on the property (e.g., ‘@name’). It should
be noted that these functions can be applied to a set of elements. For instance
‘name($set)’ would return a multiset of strings corresponding to all the
names of the elements contained in the set ‘$set’.

– functions for string manipulation (e.g., ‘concat()’ for string concatenation,
‘match()’ to test the matching of a string and a regular expression)

– aggregation functions on element collections: ‘size()’ (returns the cardinality
of a set), ‘sum()’ (returns the sum of a number set), etc.

VMPath examples. VMPath can be used to express a wide range of queries on
grid architectures. Some examples are presented afterwards.

A selection of all racks in a grid is performed thanks to the following expres-
sion:
$gr id / s i t e / c l u s t e r / rack

A shortcut navigation axis is usable when there is no ambiguous path in the
graph to reach the wanted nodes. For instance, the previous expression using a
shortcut axis could be expressed as follows:
$gr id // rack
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Grid elements can be selected by the value of properties. For example, we
may want to find the rack which contains a machine with a specific IP address
in a cluster:
$ c l u s t e r //machine [ @ip == ’ 192 . 168 . 110 . 36 ’ ] // rack

4.2 Dynamic Reconfiguration of Grids

The VMPath query language is integrated into another DSL focusing on the dy-
namic reconfiguration of grids, VMScript. VMPath expressions are used to select
the grid elements to reconfigure. VMScript is an imperative language providing
procedures and control structures so as to program reconfiguration scripts of
grids.

Procedures. VMScript makes the distinction between two kinds of procedures:
functions and actions. Functions are side-effect free procedures only for grid
introspection, whereas actions are intercession procedures to actually modify
grid configurations. A primitive action in our model is a primitive graph trans-
formation in a grid representation such as listed below:

– Addition or removal of a node. For instance, to add or remove a cluster node
in the graph, we could use respectively the following procedures:
new−c l u s t e r ( ) ;
de l e t e−c l u s t e r ( $ c l u s t e r ) ;

– Addition or removal of a relation between nodes. For instance, these two
procedures respectively add and remove a rack relation between a cluster
and a rack, i.e. add and remove a rack in a cluster:
add−rack ( $ c l u s t e r , $rack ) ;
remove−rack ( $ c l u s t e r , $rack ) ;

– Modification of the value of a node property. To change the name of a grid,
the following setter is applied:
set−name( $gr id , ”mygrid” ) ;

All these primitive actions are automatically generated from the description
of our grid model so that possible modifications in the model are transparently
taken into account. Native procedures like primitive actions are implemented
in Java, the implementation language of the VMScript interpreter. However it
is possible to define procedures directly in the VMScript language. These user-
defined procedures can be loaded at any time in the interpreter. A VMScript
procedure is specified by means of the function or action keywords:

function isEmpty ( s e t ) {
return s i z e ( $ s e t )==0;

}

action migrate−vjob ( vjob , dest ) {
for $vm : $vjob /vm {

migrate ($vm, $dest ) ;
}

}
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The first procedure is a function which returns true if a set is empty, false
otherwise. The second procedure is an action which takes a virtual job and a
machine in argument. It consolidates the vjob on the same destination machine
by migrating all of its VMs. These two procedures are part of a standard library.
This library contains utility procedures which are loaded when the interpreter
is instantiated.

Control structures. VMScript supports classic control structures in addition to
the sequencing of instructions.

New variables can be created by assigning them an initial value. Variables
are mutable and their scope is defined by the block where they are declared.
In the following example, ‘grid’ is a global variable since it is defined outside
any block. It is initialized with a grid node built from the configuration file
mygrid.xml describing a grid architecture. A declared variable is then referenced
by means of the ‘$’ symbol.
g r id = adlnew−g r id ( ‘ ‘ mygrid . xml” ) ;
echo ( $gr id ) ;

The conditional execution if-then-else uses the standard C syntax. The fol-
lowing example tests if the memory capacity of a machine is above a threshold.
If the test evaluates to true, it adds a VM to the machine, otherwise it prints a
message to the standard output.
i f ( $machine@mem cap >= 2000) {

add ($vm, $machine ) ;
} else {

echo ( ‘ ‘ Not enough memory . ” ) ;
}

Iteration is restricted to finite sets with a for loop. This limitation prevents
from programming infinite loops and non-terminating scripts. The execution
semantics of an iteration is to sequentially iterate on every element in the set.
For example, the following code iterates on every machine in the grid which do
not host any VM.
for $m: $gr id //machine [ s i z e ( . /vm)==0] {

shutdown ($m) ;
}

Some native actions are defined to take either a single value or a set in argument.
In the latter case, the primitive action is executed in parallel on each element
of the set. For instance, the previous example could be executed in parallel with
the same action but without explicit iteration:
shutdown ( $gr id //machine [ s i z e ( . /vm)==0]) ;

An explicit return statement allows the stopping of a program execution and
returns to the caller with possibly sending a value.
function cpu cons average ( machines ) {

return average ( machines@cpu cons ) ;
}
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Execution model. Primitive actions defined in VMScript are directly mapped
on operations in the grid model. For instance, a migrate-vm action on a VM
node corresponds to a migrate Java method on a VM object from our model
API. As previously mentioned and thanks to the causal connection between the
grid and its representation, the execution of an operation in the model comes to
execute operations on real machines and VMs through SSH and calls to native
APIs (e.g., Xen API for Xen VMs). VMscript code is executed in an interpreter
programmed in Java which can be embedded in applications. Furthermore, an
interactive console is provided so as to interactively execute queries on a grid
and reconfiguration scripts.

5 Evaluation

We show first in this section the expressiveness of the VMScript language by
comparing it to another general purpose scripting language linked to a VM
API. We then present several use cases we experimented with VMScript for grid
management.

5.1 Comparison with a General Purpose Language

In this section, we compare an action written in VMScript with the same action
written in the scripting language Bash. The purpose of the example is to shut
down machines in order to perform some maintenance tasks on hardware (for
example, changing a hard disk). We want to select machines from their CPU
capacity and their kernel version. If these machines do not host VMs, we shut
them down. For this experimentation, all machines are stored in a same rack.
These machines boot a Linux operating system with different kernel versions
and different CPU and memory capacities. Each machine runs a Xen (v3.2.1)
hypervisor.

From a UNIX shell, we get the cpu capacity from reading the /proc/cpuinfo
file and just keep the value of the metric cpu MHz. We obtain the kernel version
by the command uname -r. To check that there is no VM hosted by the machine,
the Xen API is invoked for listing all hosted virtual machines on a node.

1 for machine in $ ∗ ; do
2 ke rne l=$ ( ssh root@$machine uname −r )
3 cpu=$ ( ssh root@$machine cat /proc / cpu in fo | grep ’ cpu MHz ’ | head −n 1 | sed

s / [ˆ0 −9. ]// g )
4 i f [ $cpu = ”2000” −a $ke rne l = ”2.6.26−1−xen−amd64” ] ; then
5 i f [ −z ”$ ( ssh root@$machine xm l i | sed ’1d ’ | sed ’1d ’ ) ” ] ; then
6 ssh root@$machine ha l t
7 f i
8 f i
9 done

Action written in a bash script

From the VMScript console, we set a variable “rack” with the rack to analyze.
So we select all machines of this rack with the wished “cpu cap”. For the kernel
version, the usage of an optional property “os dist” is required. We query the
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grid representation with the function “size()” to check that no VM is running
on a machine.

1 shutdown ( $rack /machine [ @cpu cap = 2000 ] [ @os d i s t = =’ 2.6.26−1−xen−amd64 ’
] [ s i z e (vm) = = 0 ] ;

Action written in VMScript

We can see the benefits from using the VMScript DSL because of:

– its concision: the VMScript action takes a single line versus 9 lines of codes
in Bash,

– its homogeneity and genericity: its not necessary to invoke a specific hyper-
visor API in the code,

– its guarantees: the shutdown action in VMScript has a precondition to check
that there is actually no VM hosted on a machine before shutting it down.

5.2 Some Common Use Cases in Grid Management

Some samples of VMScript code are given afterwards to exemplify the use of the
language for grid management.

The action keep-min-nodes is used to ensure that a given number of machines
is started so that they can easily host new VMs.

action keep−min−nodes ( gr id , nb) {
for s : $g r id // s i t e {

no vm = $s //machine [ s i z e (vm) = = 0 ] ;
on = s i z e ( $no vm)
i f ( $on > $nb ) {

shutdown ( subset ( $no vm , $on − $nb ) )
} else i f ( $on < $nb ) {

power−on ( subset ( $s //machine [ @state = = ’ o f f ’ ] ,
$nb − $on ) ) ;

}
}

}

The following action gets servers running a Xen hypervisor then puts a new
Xen configuration file and restarts the Xen daemon.

action hyperv i so r s−c on f i g ( gr id , hyperv i sor , f i l ePa th ) {
xen = $gr id //machine [ @hypervisor = =’ xen ’ && @os fami ly = = ’ Linux ’ ] ;
put− f i l e ( $xen , f i l ePa t h ) ;
execute−command( $xen , ’ / e t c / i n i t . d/xend r e s t a r t ’ ) ;

}

In the next action, we add a new server in the physical architecture and
migrate virtual machines of the most overhead servers to free a piece of memory.

action new−machine ( gr id , hyperv i sor , f i l ePa t h ) {
add−e lements ( ’new−s e r v e r . xml ’ ) ;
new−s e r v e r = $gr id //machine [@name = = ’ pas te l −90 ’ ] ;
s e rv e r1 = $gr id //machine [ @mem free = = min( g r id //machine@mem free ) ] ;
migrate ( $ s e rve r1 /vm[ @mem need = = max( . / machine/vm@mem need) ] ,
$new−s e r v e r ) ;

}
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6 Conclusion

Managing a virtualized grid infrastructure is a hard task and some tools are
required to help administrators with this. In the same way, although a grid can
aggregate a lot of heterogeneous physical and software resources, it must offer
a simple interface to its users, i.e. the application (job) providers. Regarding
these preoccupations, we proposed a domain specific language approach for grid
management.

More precisely, several DSLs are used for grid description, query and recon-
figuration. All these languages rely on the definition of a particular model of a
grid. A graph based representation of grids is maintained at runtime and con-
forms to this model. A first description language allows administrators to specify
a grid physical architectures as a hierarchical assembly of physical elements like
machines and clusters. A second language is used to group grid users by sets in
virtual organizations. The last description language is dedicated to the specifi-
cation of jobs (called virtual jobs) by users. A job, which has to be executed on
the grid, is described essentially as a set of VMs. A user can specify the resources
(CPU, memory, etc.) required to run the job.

The VMScript language focuses on querying grid architectures and on grid
reconfiguration. A subset of the language is declarative and is used to query
the grid through its runtime representation. This query is done by navigating in
the graph and selecting elements with some optional predicates. The imperative
part adds side effects to the language with control structures and procedures
called actions. These ones actually modify the grid architecture, for instance by
placing and moving VMs on machines.

Our grid model essentially focuses on the representation of machines as physi-
cal resources. It does not deal at the moment with network topology and proper-
ties such as latency and bandwidth. However, as this model is extensible without
actually modifying the language syntax, these new preoccupations could be in-
troduced for future work provided that a suitable monitoring system gives that
information.
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